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HELICOPTER HUB FAIRING AND 
PYLON INTERFERENCE DRAG 
D. R. Graham, D. Y. Sung,' L. A. Young, A. W. Louie, and R. H. Stroub 
Ames Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A wind tunnel test was conducted to study the aerodynamics of helicopter hub and pylon fairings. 
The test was conducted in the 7- by 10- Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel (Number 2) at Ames Research Center 
using a 1/5-scale XH-59A fuselage model. The primary focus of the test was on the rotor hub fairing and 
pylon mutual interference drag. Parametric studies of pylon and hub fairing geometry were also con- 
ducted. This report presents the major findings of the test as well as tabulated force and moment data, flow 
visualization photographs, and graphical presentations of the drag data. The test results indicate that sub- 
stantial drag reduction can be attained through the use of a cambered hub fairing with circular arc upper 
surface and flat lower surface. Furthermore, a considerable portion of the overall drag reduction is 
attributed to the reduction in the hubon-pylon interference drag. It is also observed that the lower surface 
curvature of the fairing has a strong influence on the hub fairing and on pylon interference drag. However, 
the drag reduction benefit that was obtained by using the cambered hub fairing with a flat lower surface 
was adversely affected by the clearance between the hub fairing and the pylon. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fuel savings to be accrued from reduction of helicopter parasite drag has stimulated many research 
efforts (refs. 1-6). In particular, the incremental drag caused by the main rotor hub and the associated shaft 
and pylon accounts for a substantial portion of the total parasite drag: approximately 20-30% of total drag 
for a single rotor helicopter (refs. 2 and 3). Considering that parasite drag represents 40-50% of the total 
power requirements of a single rotor helicopter (ref. 2), it can be deduced that the drag of the hub and 
pylon represents roughly 10% of the total power required. 
Given the relative importance of hub and pylon drag, a research program was initiated at NASA 
Ames Research Center to investigate hub fairing designs that can achieve substantial hub/pylon drag 
reduction. The wind tunnel test reported here was part of this ongoing research program. The key purpose 
of the test was to study the aerodynamic interactions between the hub fairing and the pylon. Drag data of 
various hub fairing and pylon designs were obtained. In addition to the quantitative data, qualitative data 
utilizing several flow visualization techniques were acquired to aid our understanding of the aerodynamic 
interactions between a helicopter hub fairing and pylon. 
The major objectives of this test were: i) to study the hub fairing and pylon mutual interference 
drag, and ii) to conduct parametric studies of different hub fairing and pylon designs. 
J. 
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The wind tunnel test used a 1/5-scale model of the XH-59A fuselage. The hub and pylon fairing 
assemblies were mounted on the fuselage. The rotor shaft and hub fairing were nonrotating hardware. 
Additionally, part of the test was devoted to the study of isolated hub fairing drag. Data were composed of 
drag, lift, side force, yawing moment, rolling moment, and pitching moment. Three different flow visu- 
alization techniques-tufting, oil flow, and laser sheet-were used to acquire the qualitative data. 
This report contains all the aerodynamic loads data and graphical presentations of selected portions 
of the drag data, as well as the flow visualization data. Findings based on the test results are presented. 
Test procedures and configurations are described, and data reliability is also discussed. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST APPARATUS AND DATA ACQUISITION 
2.1 Experimental Setups 
Two different experimental setups were used in the test. The first setup involved the use of a 
1/5-scale XH-59A fuselage which was sting-mounted on its side. The hub and pylon fairings were 
mounted at the centerline of the rotor shaft on the top of the fuselage. The dimensions of the model and the 
sting are given in figures l(a) and l(b), and a model installation photograph is provided in figure l(d). 
The model was placed approximately at the centerline of the tunnel, and it was side-mounted so that model 
angle of attack was controlled by yawing the tunnel turntable. All hub fairings tested were nonrotating 
hardware. 
The second setup consisted of various isolated hub fairings mounted on a smaller sting. The iso- 
lated hub fairing again was situated approximately at the centerline of the tunnel. The test configuration 
and the dimensions of the sting are shown in figure l(c). A sting with a small diameter was used in order 
to minimize aerodynamic interference between the hub fairing and the sting. The isolated hub fairing drag 
would be used in the breakdown of total incremental hub drag into various components of interference and 
isolated body drag. 
2.2 Data Acquisition 
For each test configuration, six component forces and moment data were measured by the wind 
tunnel external balance. These data were corrected for sting and weight tares. Data were recorded for a 
range of dynamic pressures and model angles of attack. For the XH-59A installation, dynamic pressures 
tested were 1915 Pa (40 lb/ft2), 2873 Pa (60 lb/ft2), and 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2). For each of these dynamic 
pressures, data were obtained at an angle of attack of 0'.
Additionally, at a dynamic pressure of 3830 Pa (80 1b/ft2), an angle of attack sweep from -8' to 2' 
was typically performed, usually in increments of 2'. For the isolated hub fairing runs, data were taken 
only at 1915 Pa (40 lb/ft2) because of sting deflection limitations. Angle of attack sweeps were performed 




2.3 Data Corrections 
2.3.1 Sting t a r e s  All forces and moments were corrected for the sting aerodynamic loads. 
The sting tare for drag was 0.0575 m2 (0.6187 ft) at q = 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2), which typically amounted to 
68% of total measured drag or 0.0850 m2 (0.9146 ft). The interference effect between the fuselage and the 
sting should remain essentially constant for various pylonhub fairing configurations, and was assumed to 
be small. 
2.3.2 Weight tares- The data were corrected for the effects of changes in the center of gravity 
location as a function of angle of attack. Since the fuselage model was mounted on its side, only the yaw- 
ing and rolling moment data were affected by the weight tares. Because the differences in weight between 
various pylonhub configurations were negligible, the weight tare corrections determined for the H10, S10 
configuration were used for all configurations. 
K. 
2.3.3 Other corrections- Because the main objective of the test was to study the flow fields 
and relative drag level of different hub fairing and pylon configurations, no attempt was made to correct 
for the tunnel buoyancy, solid blockage, and wake blockage effects (ref. 7). These tunnel effects were 
assumed to be insensitive to the changes of hub fairing/pylon configurations, and thus should not have 
any impact on the consistency of the data. 
2.3.4 Accuracy of the tunnel balance and dynamic pressure- The tunnel balance was 
checked by using static loads. The accuracy of the balance was measured to be W.89 N for the drag force 
and f3.34 N for the lift and side forces. Therefore, for a typical fuselage + pylon + fairing drag measured, 
D/q = 0.085 m2 (0.9146 ft) at q =3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2), the balance accuracy amounted to 0.3% in drag data 
uncertainty. 
The accuracy of the dynamic pressure reading was estimated to be f20 Pa (0.4 lb/ft2) at 
q = 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2). This leads to a possible error of 0.5% in D/q data. 
2.3.5 Reynolds number effect- Problems relating to Reynolds number effect (scale effect) 
on the drag measurements of helicopter models (high drag body) were well documented (ref. 8). Test data 
reported here also exhibited a dependence on the Reynolds number based on fuselage diameter (fig. 2). 
Because of the scope of the test, Reynolds number effect on the drag data will not be discussed in the 
report, and data presented in the later sections were taken at Re = 2.21~106. 
2.3.6 Data repeatability- When repeated data points were taken on the same day, they fell 
within the resolution of the wind tunnel balance. However, when the same configuration was repeated a 
week later, the repeated data did not fall within an acceptable range of uncertainty. 
The data were bracketed within the vertical uncertainty bars in all the figures presented in the 
report. The inability to achieve acceptable data repeatability was attributed to the tunnel balance, which was 
observed to "drift" over time. 
Although the data scatter is a concern, it should be emphasized that the measured drag trends and 
relative drag levels were demonstrated to be fairly consistent. Above all, because of the inherent problem 
with the scale effect (dependence of data on the Reynolds number), the purpose of the test was not to 
acquire data that could be used to predict actual flight performance of the helicopter configuration tested, 





3. DESCRIPTION OF TESTED CONFIGURATIONS 
One of the objectives of this test was to evaluate the change in drag due to variations in pylon and 
hub fairing geometry. Equations of the cross sections of the pylon and hub fairing were established with 
arbitrary coefficients which were later determined by appropriately chosen geometric conditions. A gen- 
eral description of the hub and pylon fairing cross sections is given in appendix B. 
3.1 Pylon Fairings 
Four pylon fairing geometry parameters were investigated. The first parametric sweep was to 
examine the effect of changes in the location of maximum thickness. All other parameters were held con- 
stant. Cross sections of the fairings tested are shown in figure 3. The values of all geometric parameters 
for these pylon fairings are given in appendix C. All pylon fairings had a maximum thickness of 0.1651 m 
(6.5 in.). For these runs, pylon height was 0.1778 m (7 in.). Each fairing is identified by an alphanumeric 
designation. 
Changes in pylon fairing trailing edge slope, thickness ratio, and camber were the subjects of the 
second, third, and fourth parametric investigations. The cross sections of the fairings tested in each para- 
metric sweep are shown in figures 4.5, and 6, respectively. 
Most pylon fairings were tested with two different hub fairings-a circular arc upper surface with 
flat lower surface hub fairing (H50), and a circular arc symmetrical hub fairing (H10). These two hub 
fairings were chosen as the baseline fairings for two reasons: H50 was a low drag configuration identified 
in a previous test; H10 was a conventional fairing shape (ref. 5). 
3.2 Hub Fairings 
Parametric study of the hub fairing geometry was an important part of the test. All hub fairings 
were tested with the baseline pylon (S40-very similar to a NACA 0034 cross section). Additionally, 
some hub fairings were tested with another low drag pylon (SO), so that the effects of pylon fairing 
geometry on the load trends of the hub fairing parametric sweeps could be studied. 
The effect of changes in the camber of hub fairings with the same thickness ratio was the subject of 
one investigation. Figure 7 shows the cross sections of the fairings that were tested. Another investigation 
of camber and hub fairing thickness ratio was conducted for flat lower surface fairings. The changes in 
camber and thickness ratio were accomplished in two different ways: for one set of fairings, the diameter 
was held constant while thickness was varied (fig. 8); for a second set of fairings, thickness was held 
constant and the diameter was varied (fig. 9). 
The other two hub fairing geometry sweeps involved changes in the basic fairing shape. One 
parametric investigation was directed at determining the effect of changing the upper surface profile of flat 
lower surface fairings. The tested cross sections are shown in figure 10. The second sweep was for sym- 
metrical fairings with similar profile changes. Figure 11 shows the shapes tested. 
3.3 PylonMub Fairing Gap 
For actual helicopter operation, blade flapping and blade droop at low rotor speeds may necessitate 
spacing between the hub and pylon fairings. Figure 12 shows a photograph of a typical configuration as 
well as a sketch giving the dimension points of interest (g and h). For this test, the hub/pylon gap width 
(g) was varied from 0 m to 0.1016 m (4 in.) with hub height (h) of 0.1778 m (7 in.). 
4 
For most tested configurations, a hole large enough to accommodate the swashplate was present in 
the top of the pylon fairing. For some configurations, however, test runs were made with a simulated 
rainshield such as is found on some helicopters. These runs are noted in the run log which is found in 
appendix D. 
Additional test runs were devoted to a series of attempted remedies to the additional drag resulting 
from the introduction of the hub/pylon gap. These fixes included a pylon fairing fence configuration, a 
large thickness ratio hub fairing, and a dual-component hub fairing. Figure 13 shows these configura- 
tions. Hub height for all of these runs was 0.1778 m (7 in). and gap height was 0.0254 m (1 in.). 
Related to the gap height studies above, a limited investigation was conducted into the effect of 
matching the lower surface contour of the hub fairing with the upper surface contour of the pylon fairing. 
The highly cambered hub fairings (H50, H60) were tested with a circular-arc cross-section pylon fairing 
(S200) that was configured with either a flat or contoured (to match the H60 lower surface contour) upper 
surface as shown in figure 14. Gap height (measured at shaft centerline) was 0.0254 m (1 in.) for all runs, 
and hub height was 0.1524 m (6 in.). All runs were made with a simulated rainshield. 
i -
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Though not specifically related to the study of hub/pylon gap effects, an additional set of test runs 
was done with the H60, S200 configuration (0.1524 m (0.5000 ft) hub height, 0.0254 m (0.0833 ft) gap 
height) to investigate the effect of trailing edge and leading edge extensions to the pylon fairing. The 
extensions were triangular wedges. Figure 15 shows a typical configuration. The fairing configuration 
was first tested with one of the two trailing edge extensions. The extensions were 0.1067 m (4.2 in.) and 
0.231 1 m (9.1 in.) in length. The most effective of these two configurations, the one with the 0.231 1 
extension, was then tested with each of two leading edge extensions. These extensions were 0.0889 m 
(3.5 in.) and 0.1753 m (6.9 in.) in length. 
3.4 Blade Shank Integration 
The incorporation of blade shanks into the hub fairing was another attempt to increase the realism 
of the modeling. For this test, a four-bladed rotor was modeled (fig. 16(a)). Two different sets of blade 
shanks were used. The first set (denoted as blade shank set #1) has a rectangular cross-sectional shape 
with rounded comers (fig. 16(b)). The second set (denoted as blade shank set # 2) had an oval cross sec- 
tion, and was significantly larger than blade shank set #l. 
For blade shank set #1, the following information also applies: assuming a full-scale rotor radius 
of 7.62 m (25.00 ft), and noting that the model is Wscale, the flap hinge offset is 0.04 R and the shanks 
were truncated at 0.107 R. Also, blade pitch and flapping were set for each test run as a function of blade 
azimuthal position, model angle of attack, and dynamic pressure. (Note that operating dynamic pressure 
was set to 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2), and model angle of attack was selected to be - 5 O . )  Given that hub rotation 
was not possible in this test, azimuthal indexing of the blades was performed instead. Each configuration 
was tested at four azimuthal locations: Oo, 22S0, 45', or 67.5'. A test run was also performed with the 
gaps around the shanks filled in to simulate an elastomeric shutter arrangement that might be used to fill 
this hole. This was done for the cambered hub fairing only. 
Some testing was performed for blade shank set #2. For these blade shanks, pitch angles were 
maintained at 0' and flapping angle was held constant at a small value. Blades were indexed azimuthally at 
0' and 45'. Flap hinge offset was again 0.04 R, and the shanks were truncated at 0.169 R when using the 




3.5 Inclined Shaft Configurations 
lage. This type of arrangement will obviously give rise to a hub/pylon fairing interface that is different 
from the more common configuration studied pre'viously. Several test runs were done to investigate the 
effectiveness of various hub fairing concepts when applied to the inclined shaft configuration. 
The baseline configuration consisted of an H50 hub fairing with an S40 pylon fairing and a shaft- 
forward inclination of 5 O ,  as shown in figure 17. Drag reduction concepts tested included a rectangular 
planform pylon with a hub/pylon gap and a dual-component hub fairing. 
I Some helicopters have a rotor shaft that is not perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the fuse- 
1 - 
. 
3.6 Coaxial Rotor Configurations 
A limited amount of test time was devoted to coaxial rotor configurations. The focus of these runs 
was on the effect of upper hub fairing camber on model drag. Each coaxial configuration tested consisted 
of a 0.0762 m (3 in.) section of S40 pylon fairing next to the fuselage, a circular-arc, cambered lower hub 
fairing (H50) on top of that, a 0.1270 m (5 in.) section of a 0.2642 m (10.4 in.) chord, 0.071 1 m 
(2.8 in.) thick airfoil section intermediate shaft fairing, and a circular-arc, cambered upper hub fairing. 
Upper hub fairings with cambers of 9%, 12%, 15%, and 17% were tested. In addition, one run was made 
with a circular-arc symmetrical hub fairing (HSO). Figure 18 shows a typical configuration. 
I 
I 4. FLOW VISUALIZATION 
In addition to the quantitative data, a large body of qualitative flow visualization data was acquired. 
These data consisted of photographs of flow patterns using oil flow, tuft, and laser sheet visualization 
techniques. 
4.1 Oil Flow 
For several configurations, an oiVpaint mixture was applied to the model, and photographs of the 
steady-state flow pattern were taken at 1915 Pa (40 lb/ft2) and 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft2) and at 0' angle of attack. 
Figure 19 shows a representative set of pictures. 
4.2 Laser Sheet 
-c A laser sheet was used to visualize the formation of the tip vortices that were shed from the hub 
fairing. The laser sheet was oriented nearly perpendicular to the flow at different longitudinal stations. 
Figures 20,21 (a), and 21 (b) are a representative set. + 
The operating dynamic pressure for these runs was 1915 Pa (40 lb/ft2). An argon ion laser was 
used with a 4 W output. The light sheet was formed through a cylindrical lens. The precipitate formed by 
mixing hydrous ammonia with sulfur dioxide was used to seed the flow. It should be noted that because 
of the fixed position of the laser, it was not practical to maintain a strictly vertical sheet at different 
longitudinal positions. 
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4.3 Tufting flow 
Tufts were used to trace out on-body streamlines and to identify areas of reverse flow. Conse- 
quently, regions of separated flow could be approximated. Such infomation is a valuable supplement to 
the drag data. Therefore, tufting photographs were compiled, and arranged according to the designation 
number of the hub and pylon fairing (figs. 22-51). Each plate shows the side view of the model. 
4 For most configurations, the model was tufted in the m a s  of interest: the top of the hub fairing; 
the side of the pylon fairing; and the fuselage surface in front, on the side, and aft of the hub and pylon 
fairing. All photographs were taken at dynamic pressure of 3830 Pa (80 lb/ft*) and at 0' angle of attack. It 
should be noted that tuft runs were separated from drag data runs. 
5. INTERFERENCE DRAG ACCOUNTING METHODOLOGY 
In order to break down the overall drag into component drag and interference drag, a number of 
hub fairings were tested as isolated bodies. The run log (app. D) contains a complete listing of the isolated 
hub fairings that were tested. Note that the sting and hub fairing mutual interference effects were not 
accounted in this test. Moreover, the test conditions of the isolated test were different from those of the 
1/5-scale test. Considering the limitations imposed by these two test setups, the interference drag calcu- 
lated later in the report were at best first-order approximations. 
To aid our analytical study of the drag data, the following notations will be used in this discussion. 
With the general notations: 




(X body on Y body interference drag) 
(Y body on X body interference drag) 
(mutual interference drag of the X body + Y body) 





CDf isolated fuselage drag 
CDp isolated pylon drag 
total mutual interference drag between fuselage, pylon, and hub fairing 
total drag of the fuselage + pylon + hub fairing 
and 
isolated hub fairing drag 
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mutual interference drag of the fuselage +hub fairing 
mutual interference drag of the fuselage + pylon 
mutual interference drag of the pylon + hub fairing 
fuselage-on-hub interference drag 
fuselage-on-pylon interference drag 
hub-on-fuselage interference drag 
hub-on-pylon interference drag 
pylon-on-fuselage interference drag 
pylon-on-hub interference drag 
6. RESULTS 
This section presents major results as well as theoretical analyses of the test data. 
6.1 Hub Fairings 
Parametric studies of different hub fairing design parameters were conducted to examine effects of 
hub fairing geometry on drag. The profiles of the hub fairing cross sections are of key interest. Hub fair- 
ing profiles with different camber, diameter, and thickness ratio were studied in the test. 
6.1.1 Camber- Hub fairings with high camber were observed to be low drag configurations 
(refs. 5 and 6). Thus a parametric study of the camber effect on drag was conducted. Hub fairings with 
the same diameter and thickness distribution (but different camber) were tested with the S40 and S80 
pylons, and the drag trends are shown in figure 52. The data indicate that increases in hub fairing camber 
result in drag reduction. The tufting photos of H20, H30, H40, H50, and H60 fairings with S40 pylons 
(figs. 32,34,35,39, and 48) show that the region of separated flow at the upper aft portion of the pylon 
surface diminished with the camber, while the flow on the upper surface of the fairing remained attached. 
Therefore, the reduction in the hub-on-pylon interference drag, C D w  appears to make a significant con- 
tribution to the overall drag reduction. 
, 
I 
For the H20-H60 fairing series, the skin friction drag is roughly the same, while the profile drag is 
higher for the more cambered fairing. The drag data in figure 53 also shows that the component drag of 
Therefore, it seems reasonable to set forth the induction that high cambered fairings yield low mutual 
interference drag, and that CDhp is much more important than CQ, in determining the overall drag level. 
Note that in figure 52 the drag trend of the H20-H60 fairing series with S80 as the baseline pylon 
behaves somehow differently. Change in camber has little impact on drag except when camber is at 9.0%. 
where there is an abrupt drop in drag. One possible explanation for this trend is as follows. Because of a 
very strong adverse pressure gradient (a consequence of high surface gradient) on the pressure recovery 
side between 0 . 2 ~  (chord length) and 0.7c, the S80 pylon is likely to have an unstable boundary layer, 
which is sensitive to interference effect and prone to flow separation. Thus we may suggest that hub fair- 
ings with low camber tend to cause the unstable boundary layer on the pylon to separate, while fairings 
with camber close to 9% tend to have a minimal interference effect on the flow over the pylon. 




6.1.2 Maximum thickness ratio- The circular-arc upper surface and flat lower surface the 
hub fairing was used to investigate the sensitivity of drag to change in the hub fairing thickness ratio 
(camber varied accordingly). S40 was used as the baseline pylon. It is observed that with either design 
constraint (hub diameter or thickness) fixed, the overall drag increases with maximum thickness ratio and 
camber (fig. 54). Moreover, these fairings with flat lower surface, in general, appear to have lower drag 
relative to the H20-H40 hub fairings studied in the last section. 
The above observation, however, counters the generalization made previously that higher camber 
yields lower drag (seemingly evident in fig. 52). This leads to an alternative explanation that the lower 
surface curvature of the fairing, instead of the fairing camber, is the actual cause of the drag reduction. In 
pared to fairings with positive curvature on the lower surface. 
6.1.3 Surface curvature- The study of hub fairing shapes with symmetrical cross sections 
(zero camber) and the S40 pylon substantiates the above finding. (fig. 55)  The fairing cross section was 
varied from a nearly rectangular shape to one with a reflexed surface. The data again indicate that the fair- 
ing with a nearly flat lower surface (H150) has notably lower drag than the other shapes. Moreover, the 
drag of each of the hub fairings tested as an isolated body is approximately the same except that of the H10 
hub fairing (fig. 56). 
s other words, flat lower surface fairings may have a cleaner aerodynamic interaction with the pylon com- 
The effect on drag of upper surface curvature of hub fairings with a flat lower surface is shown in 
figure 57. As the fairing cross section changes gradually from a nearly rectangular shape to a highly 
reflexed one, the drag exhibits an optimum low for the circular-arc upper surface fairing. Based on the 
same figure, one may also conclude that the drag is not sensitive to the fine adjustments of the upper 
surface profile. This implies that a range of upper surface profiles is acceptable for a low drag fairing 
. design. 
6.2 Pylons 
Parametric studies of different pylon design parameters were also conducted to examine effects of 
pylon geometry on drag. Pylon profiles with location of maximum thickness, trailing edge slope, maxi- 
mum thickness ratio, and camber we= studied in the test. 
6.2.1 Location of maximum thickness- In the case of the S40 to SllO pylons with H50 as 
the baseline hub fairing, figure 58 indicates that drag increases as the location of maximum thickness ( 1 ) 
moves rearward, particularly after 1 = 0.45. The tufting photos of these configurations also confirm such a 
trend: the flow separation is more extensive at the aft portion of the S 100, SO, and S50 pylons (figs. 44, 
41, and 40, respectively) compared to that of the S80, S110 and S40 pylons (figs. 43,45, and 39). The 
pylon-done configurations follow a similar trend. 
. When using H10 as the baseline hub fairing, the data exhibited a drag bucket which appears to 
bottom at I = 0.30 to 0.40. 
6.2.2 Trailing edge slope- Drag increases with the pylon fairing trailing edge slope, the S10- 
S40 pylon series, with both the H10 and the H50 hub fairing (fig. 59). However, the increase is more 
significant in the case with the H50 fairing. Drag trends of the pylon-done configurations again follow 
those of the H50. 
- 
6.2.3 Maximum thickness ratio- Figure 60 shows that the drag remains relatively constant 
with respect to the increase in pylon maximum thickness ratio for the S40, S 140, and S 150 pylons, with 
the H50 fairing or in the pylon-alone case. For the configurations with the H10 fairing, there is a gradual 
ascent in drag with the thickness ratio. 
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6.2.4 Camber- The pylon fairing camber apparently had little impact on drag when the H50 
fairing was used (fig. 61). 
6.3 Hub Fairing and Pylon Mutual Interference 
Interference drag arises because of the aerodynamic interactions between the hub fairing and the 
pylon. These aerodynamic interactions include potential flow interaction, three dimensional boundary layer 
interaction, and vortex interaction. 
Keys (ref. 2) reported that the mutual interference drag between hub and pylon could amount to 
35% of the total hub drag, and the hub-on-pylon interference drag (CDhh) generally would dominate the 
pylon-on-hub interference drag (CDpb). In some cases, CDhh was five times the magnitude of CDpb. 
The flow visualization data of the tunnel test reported here also confirm such findings. 
v 
The tufting photos of the H10-S40, H20-S40, and H50-S40 configurations (figs. 23,32, and 39, 
respectively) reveal that the flow field around the pylon is altered significantly because of the presence of 
different hub fairings. The drag data also reflect the significance of the mutual interference effect. This 
leads to a conclusion that deserves much emphasis: the aerodynamic interactions between the hub fairing 
and pylon are of fundamental importance, and determine the effectiveness of different hub fairing designs. 
6.4 PylonIHub Fairing Gap 
While holding the pylon height (h) constant, the effect on drag of introducing a gap (g) between 
the hub fairing and pylon is presented in figure 62 (see fig.12 for the geometry). The clearance between 
the hub fairing and pylon appears to negate a substantial portion of the drag reduction benefits achieved by 
using the cambered fairing (HSO). The drag penalty due to the hub-pylon clearance is less severe in the 
case of the high drag configuration (H10). 
The effect of covering the hole in the upper surface of the pylon fairing with a rainshield is shown 
in figures 63 and 64. For these runs, the hub height was 0.1524 m (0.5OOO ft). These figures indicate that 
drag may be reduced considerably by using a rainshield if a hub/pylon fairing gap cannot be eliminated. 
Several attempts were made to remedy the fairing gap problem (fig. 65). As can be seen from the 
figure, the best solution for this problem seems to be "filling in" the gap with additional hub fairing. In 
other words, a larger thickness ratio hub fairing should be used to close the hub/pylon gap. 
It was hypothesized that increases in the camber of hub fairings resulted in drag benefits. There- 
fore, for configurations with a hub/pylon fairing gap, a study was done on the effect of matching the 
upper surface pylon fairing contour to the lower surface hub fairing contour for highly cambered hub 
fairings. Figure 66 presents the results of these test runs. No significant effect resulting from matching 
fairing contours is observed. 
The effect on drag of the addition of leading edge and trailing edge extensions to the pylon fairing 
is shown in figure 67. No significant reduction was obtained for the extension lengths tested. However, 
the data suggest that incorporation of extensions longer than those tested may be beneficial. 
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6.5 Blade Shank Integration 
Test runs with blade shanks incorporated into the hub fairing were conducted (fig. 68). H2 and 
H4 represent a symmetrical and a cambered hub fairing, respectively, with blade shanks attached (refer to 
fig. 16). Note that for each blade shank configuration, the presented data are averaged over various 
azimuthal index positions. As can be seen from the data for set #1, the addition of blade shanks removes 
some of the drag reduction benefit that the cambered hub fairing (H4) has over the symmetrical hub fairing 
Additionally, it can be seen that with the larger blade shanks (set ## 2) which extend even farther in 
the radial direction, the drag reduction benefits attained by using the cambered hub fairing were cut down 
significantly. 
( H a .  
6.6 Inclined Shaft Configurations 
The drag of various fairing configurations designed to accommodate an inclined shaft is shown in 
figure 69. As seen in the figure, the dual-component hub fairing configuration (H54-S40, see fig.17) pro- 
vides the best performance. 
6.7 Coaxial Rotor Configurations 
The drag of various coaxial rotor configurations (fig. 18) is shown in figures 70 and 71. In fig- 
ure 70, it can be seen that drag increases with the camber of the upper hub fairing with flat lower surface. 
This result is the same as that of the corresponding single rotor case. In figure 71, a symmetrical top hub 
fairing is compared to the cambered fairings. The symmetrical top hub fairing configuration has signifi- 
cantly higher drag than that of the cambered ones with the same thickness ratio. Again, as for the case of a 
single rotor, it is demonstrated that the curvature of the lower surface is more important in drag reduction 
than change in camber. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of a 1/5-scale wind tunnel test indicated that substantial drag reduction can be attained 
through the use of a hub fairing with circular-arc upper surface and flat lower surface. The following 
conclusions are based on examination of the drag and flow visualization data: 
a. Aerodynamic interactions between the fairing and pylon are the fundamental factors which deter- 
mine the drag level of seemingly similar hub fairing designs. 
b. The reduction in the hub-on-pylon interference drag resulting from the use of a hub fairing con- 
tributes significantly to the overall drag duction. Hub fairing design thus should be coupled with 
the pylon and upper aft fuselage design in order to achieve optimal results. 
c. It is observed that the lower surface curvature of the fairing has a strong influence on the hub fair- 
ing and pylon interference drag. Hub fairings with a flat lower surface yield minimal interference 
drag. 
d. For the hub fairing with a flat lower surface, the drag is not sensitive to fine adjustments of the 
upper surface cross section. 
11 
e. The clearance between hub fairing and pylon has a detrimental effect on the drag reduction attained 
by using the H50 low-drag hub fairing. 
f. The incorporation of blade shanks negates part of the drag reduction benefit of using the flat lower 
surface hub fairing. 
12 
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APPENDIX A 
HUB DRAG REDUCTION TEST I1 DATA SUMMARY 
NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel 
August 1987 
p. All force and moment data as well as run conditions are presented in the tabulations on the follow- 
ing pages. 
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APPENDIX B 
FAIRING CONTOUR EQUATIONS 
Pylon Cross Sections 
Thickness distribution- NACA four-digit airfoil equations were used as the base to generate 
the pylon cross sections. Geometric conditions were specified to define the coefficients in the thickness 
distribution equation. 
The general form of the thickness distribution equation for the four-digit series airfoils is (ref. 9): 
yt = t / c (~x ,  + alx, + aZxp2 + a3xp3 + aqxp4) 
or 
yt = Ax, + Bx, + C X , ~  + Dxp3 + EX$ 
where 
Yt - total sectional thickness (fraction of chord) 
t = maximum thickness (m) 
c = chordlength(m) 
x, = chordwise coordinate (fraction of chord) 
and are different from the notations used in reference 9. 
Note that in this report yt and t represents the total sectional thickness and total maximum thickness, 
Thus it would take five geometric conditions to uniquely determine the coefficients A, B, C, D 






Maximum thickness location, I ; i.e., yt = t at x = 1 ; 
Zero surface curvature at maximum thickness location; i.e., dy,/dx = 0 at x = 1 ; 
Trailing edge slope; i.e., dyt/dx = s at x = 1. 
Zero thickness at the trailing edge; i.e., yt = 0 at x = 1. 
* Leading edge radius, rL ; where rL = A%. 
The coefficient A was assigned a value of 1.485 which would ield the leading edge radius of the 
NACA 0034 airfoil ( r ~  = 0.1275~). A maximum thickness ratio of i 4% (t = 0.34) was chosen also to 
narrow down the scope of the investigation. Therefore, the two parameters, 1 and s, were the focal 
points of the parametric study (section 6.1.1) and varied independently to generate new shapes. Once the 
parameters I and s were selected, the coefficients B, C, D, and E could be solved numerically. 
Pylon camber- The mean line equations for the NACA four-digit series airfoils (ref. 9) were 
used to generate the m s s  section of the cambered pylon. The equations are: 
I 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FSLMED 
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forward of maximum ordinate 
w h m  
Yc = ordinate of the mean line (fraction of chord) 
p = chordwise position of maximum ordinate (fraction of chord) 
9 = pylon fairing camber (fraction of chord) 
Geometric descriptions of all pylons tested are given in appendix C. 
Hub Fairing Contour Equations 
Three specific cross-sections are good candidates for the hub fairings: elliptical arc, circular arc, 
and reflexed arc. The equations of these cross sections are given below. 
Reflexed Arc: 
where 
Xh = nondimensional radial coordinate (normalized by radius) 
b = hub fairing thickness ratio, t/d 
t = hub fairing thickness (m) 
d = hub fairing diameter (m) 
ro = nondimensional rim thickness, is defined as 0.0127dt 
A new parameter, rim thickness (ro), was introduced. Two conditions based on rim thickness 





SHAFT FAIRING DESIGNATION 
! Parameters I 
! ! ---------- 
Number ! 1 ! s ! m ! p ! t / c  ! D e s c r i p t i o n  
! ! ! ! ! ! 
S10 ! 0.30 ! -4.00 I ! ! 0.34 ! T r a i l i n g  edge s lope sweep 
520 ! 0.30 ! -3.00 ! I ! 0.34 ! T r a i l i n g  edge s lope sweep 
S30 ! 0.30 I -2.00 ! ! ! 0.34 ! T r a i l i n g  edge s lope sweep 
S40 ! 0.30 ! -1.17 ! I ! 0.34 ! Base l ine  s h a f t  f a i r i n g  
S50 ! 0.55 ! -1.17 ! ! ! 0.34 ! Max. th i ckness  l oc .  sweep 
S60 ! 0.50 ! -1.17 ! ! ! 0.34 ! Max. th i ckness  l oc .  sweep 
S70 ! 0.40 I -1.17 ! ! ! 0.34 ! Max. th i ckness  loc .  sweep 
S80 ! 0.20 ! -1.17 ! I ! 0.34 ! Max. th i ckness  l o c .  sweep 
SlOO ! 0.45 ! -1.17 ! ! ! 0.34 I Max. th i ckness  loc.  sweep 
SllO ! 0.25 ! -1.17 ! I I 0.34 ! Max. th i ckness  l oc .  sweep 
S120 ! 0.30 ! -1.17 ! 0.02 ! 0.40 ! 0.34 ! Camber sweep 
S130 ! 0.30 ! -1.17 ! 0.04 ! 0.40 ! 0.34 ! Camber sweep 
S140 ! 0.30 ! -1.17 ! I ! 0.28 ! Thickness r a t i o  sweep 
S150 ! 0.30 ! -1.17 ! ! ! 0.24 I Thickness r a t i o  sweep 
S200 ! 0.50 ! ! i ! 0.43 ! Matching contour  s/f 
! ! ! ! ! ! ................................................................................ 
1 = L o c a t i o n  of maximum th i ckness  ( f r a c t i o u  o f  chord  l e n g t h )  
s = T r a i l i n g  edge s l o p e  
m = Camber ( f r a c t i o n  o f  chord  l e n g t h )  
p = Chordwise l o c a t i o n  of  maximum camber ( f r a c t i o n  o f  cho rd  l e n g t h )  
t/c = Thickness r a t i o  
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APPENDIX D 
' TEST LOG LEGEND AND TEST LOG 
BS1 - Blade Shank Inco rpo ra t i on  ( s e t  # l )  
BS2 = Blade Shank Inco rpo ra t i on  ( se t  #2) 
BSE/IS - Blade Shank Inco rpo ra t i on  ( s e t  #2) w i t h  I n c l i n e d  Shaft  
C - Coaxia l  
CF = Clean Fuselage 
0 = Data Run 
FL - Flow V i s u a l i z a t i o n  Run - Laser Sheet 
FO - f l o w  V i s u a l i z a t i o n  Run - O i l  
FT = Flow V i s u a l i z a t i o n  Run - T u f t s  
G/H = Gap Width/Hub F a i r i n g  Height  
GR - Hub and Shaf t  f a i r i n g  Gap - Remedies 










dub F a i r i n g  Camber ( t  * .18) 
dub F a i r i n g  Camber ( t  - .24) 
iub F a i r i n g  Cambered Surface Contour 
:ambered E l l i p t i c a l  Hub F a i r i n g  f rom Hub Drag I Test  
E l l i p t i c a l  Hub F a i r i n g  f rom Hub Drag I Test 
lilinimum Hub F a i r i n g  Height 
dub F a i r i n g  Symnetr ical  Surface Contour 
i ub  F a i r i n g  Thickness Ra t io  (constant  diameter) 
i ub  F a i r i n g  Thickness R a t i o  (constant  th ickness)  
IHF - I s o l a t e d  Hub F a i r i n g  
IS = I n c l i n e d  Sha f t  
LE * Lesding Edge 
MC = Matching Contour 
sc = Sha f t  F a i r i n g  Camber 
SE = Sha f t  F a i r i n g  Leading Edge and T r a i l i n g  Edge Extensions 
SF = S h a f t  F a i r i n g  
SFT = Shaf t  F a i r i n g  Tare 
SL = Sha f t  F a i r i n g  Locat ion  o f  Maximum Thickness 
ss = Shaf t  F a i r i n g  T r a i l i n g  Edge Slope 
ST - Shaf t  F a i r i n g  Thickness Ra t io  
TE = T r a i l i n g  Edge 
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! I Dynamic ! I ! I ! 
I Run ! Pressurv ! Hub ! Shaft ! Sweep ! ! 
Run # ! Type ! (Pe) ! F a i r i n g  ! F a i r i n g  ! Type ! Notes ! ----- ---- -----.-- I --- --- I ------- ! ----- ! - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
22 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S20 ! SS ! ! 
22A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 I S50 ! SL ! ! 
22B ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S50 ! SL ! ! 
! ! I I ! ! ! 
23 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S50 ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
24 ! D !1915-3830 I H50 ! S50 I SL ! ! 
24A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! 570 ! SL ! I 
248 ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S70 ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! I ! ! ! 
26 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S70 ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
27 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S70 ! SL ! ! 
27A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S l O O  I SL ! ! 
27B ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S l O O  ! SL I ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
28 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! SlOO ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
29 I D 11915-3830 ! H50 I S l O O  ! SL ! ! 
29A ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S l l O  ! SL ! ! 
298 ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S l l O  ! SL ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
30 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S l l O  ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! I ! 
31 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S l l O  ! SL ! ! 
31A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S140 ! ST ! ! 
316 ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S140 ! ST ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
32 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S140 ! ST ! ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! 
33 ! D 11915-3830 I H50 ! S140 ! ST ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
34 ! D ! 3830 ! H50 ! 5140 ! ST ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
35 ! D ! 3830 ! H50 ! S140 ! ST ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
36 ! D 11915-3830 ! N/A ! N/A I C f  ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
37 ! D !1915-3830 ! N/A ! N/A ! CF ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
38 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S140 ! S f  ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
39 ! D 13915-3830 ! H50 ! S140 ! ST ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
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Pege: 3 
o ~ ~ - o ~ o - - - - - - - - . ~ - - ~ - ~ - . - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - . - . - ~ o - ~ - . . - ~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  
I ! ! Dynamic I I ! ! I 
I I I Run ! Pressure ! Hub I % e f t  I Sweep I I 
I Run # I Type ! (Pa! ! f a i r i n g  ! F e i r i n g  ! Type ! Notes ! 
I ---.- -- 1 .------- ! . --- I - -- - ----- ___--_-_--__.____-_____ 
! I I ! I ! ! ! 
I 40 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! SI40 ! S f  ! ! 
I I I I ! ! ! ! 
I 41 ! D 11915-3830 ! HSO ! S140 ! ST I ! 
I 41A ! FT I 3830 I H10 ! SI50 ! ST ! ! 
I 41B ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 I S150 ! ST ! ! 
I 41C ! FT ! 3830 ! HSO I 5150 ! ST ! ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! I 
! 42 I D Il915-3830 ! H5O ! S150 I ST ! ! 
! I I I ! ! ! ! 
I 43 I D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S150 ! ST ! ! 
I ! I ! I ! ! ! 
I 44 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! Many ! I 
! 44A ! f T  ! 3830 ! HI0  ! S40 I Msny I ! 
! 448 I FT I 3830 I H2O I S40 ! HC-I ! ! 
I 44C ! FT ! 3830 1 H30 ! S40 ! HC-I ! I 
I 440 I FT ! 3830 I H40 I S40 ! HC-1 ! ! 
I 44E I FT ! 3830 ! ti50 ! S40 ! Many I I 
! 44F I FT ! 3830 I H60 ! S40 ! HC-1 I ! 
I ! ! I I ! I ! 
I ! 45 I 0 11915-3830 I H60 ! S40 I HC-1 ! I 
! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
I 46 I 0 !1915-3830 ! H20 ! S40 ! HC-1 'I ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! 
I 47 ! 0 !1915-3830 1 H30 ! S40 ! HC-1 \ ! 
I I ! ! I ! I ! 
I 49 ! D ! 3830 I H40 ! S40 ! HC-1 1 ! 
! ! I ! I ! 1 
1 50 I D ! ig is -3830 I 1-140 I s40 I HC-I r ! 
! I ! ! ! I ! ! 
I 51 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 1 Many ! ! 
! 51A ! FT ! 3830 I H80 ! S40 ! HC-2 I ! 
! 518 I FT ! 3830 I H90 ! 540 ! HC-2 ! I 
I ! I I I ! ! ! 
I 53 ! D !1915-3830 ! . H90 I 540 ! HC-2 ! ! 
! I ! I I ! ! ! 
! 54 ! D 11915-3830 ! H80 ! 540 I HC-2 ! 1 
I 54A I FT I 3830 ! H2O I S80 ! HC-1 I ! 
I 54B I FT ! 3830 I H30 I 580 I HC-1 ! I 
I S4C I FT ! 3830 ! H40 I 580 ! HC-1 I ! 
I 540  ! FT I 3830 I H50 I S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
I 54E I FT ! 3830 ! K O  ! 580 I HC-1 ! ! 
I 54F I FT ! 3830 1 H10 I 580 ! SL I ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 










! ! ! Dynamic ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! Run ! Pressure  ! Hub ! S h a f t  I Sweep ! ! 
! Run # ! Type ! (Pa) ! F a i r i n g  ! F a i r i n q  ! Type ! Notes ! 
! ----- ---- ! -------- ! ------- ! ------- ! ----- ! -----------------------I 
. !  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
. ! 56 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S80 ! SL ! ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! I ! 
- ! 57 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! I 
! 58 ! 0 11915-3830 ! HZO ! S80 ! HC-1 ! ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! I ! 
! 59 ! D !1915-3830 ! H30 ! S80 ! HC-1 ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! I ! 
! 60  ! D 11915-3830 ! H40 ! S80 ! HC-1 ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 61 ! D !1915-3830 ! H60 ! S80 ! HC-1 ! ! 
! ! I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 62 ! D !1915-3830 ! H40 ! S80 ! HC-1 ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 63 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
! 64 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .0762m, GL4: Om ! 
.! 64A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .0762m, GW: Om ! 
! 64B ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .0762m, GW: Om ! 
! 65 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .0762m, GW: Om ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 66 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270rn, GW: .0508m ! 
I I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 67 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: .0508m ! 
! 67A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: .0508m ! 
! 67B ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m; GW: .0508rn ! 
! 67C ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270rn, GW: .0508m ! 
! 670 ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: .0508m ! 
! 67E ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 I S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270rn, GW: .0508m ! 
! 67F ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: .0508ni ! 
! 676 ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270rn, GW: .0508rn ! 
! 67H ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1270rn, GW: .0508m ! 
! 671 ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-1,SL! ! 
! 675 ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
-. ! 67K ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-1,SL! ! 
! 67L I FL ! 1915 ! ti50 ! S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
! 67M ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! S80 !HC-l,SL! ! 
! 67N ! FL ! 1915 ! H50 ! SBO !HC-I,%! ! 
! 670 ! FL ! 1915 ! H10 ! S80 ! SL ! ! 
! 67P ! FL ! 1915 ! HlO ! S80 ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 68 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .15?4m, GW: .O7G2m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! -________________----~-----------------~--------~------------------------------- 
135 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! ! ! Dynamic ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! Run ! Pressure ! Hub ! Shaf t  ! Sweep ! ! 
! Run # ! Type ! (Fa )  ! F s i r i n g  ! F a i r i n g  ! Type ! Notes ! 
! ----- ---- ! -------- ! ------- ! ------- ! ----- ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 69 ! D !1915-3830 ! HlO I S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0762m ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 70 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: ,1778111, GW: .1016m ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 71 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .1016m ! 
! 71A I FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .1016m ! 
! 716 ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .1016m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 72 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: ,1270~1, GW: Om ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 73 ! D !1915,3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: Om ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 74 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1270ni, GW: Om ! 
! 74A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: Om ! 
! 748 ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1270m, GW: Om ! 
! 74C ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0254m ! 
! 74D ! F T  ! 3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0254m ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 75 ! D !1915-383C. ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0254m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 76 ! D !1915-383C ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: ,0254111 ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 77 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0508m ! 
! I ! ! ! I ! ! 
! 78 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .050Elm ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 79 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0508ni ! 
! 79A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0508ni ! 
! 79B ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0508m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 80 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! 540 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0254m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 81 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0254m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
! 1 ! ! ! ! ! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
! ! ! ! I ! I ! 
! 83 ! D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0254m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
! 83A ! FT ! 3830 ! H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0254m ! 
! 836 ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0?54m ! 
! ! ! ! ! I ! ! 
I 
1 ;  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
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I D  
! 
I D  
! 
! D  
! 
! D  
I 
I D  
! 
! D  
! 
! 
! D  
! 
! U  
! 








! D  
! 




i D  
! 
! D  
! 
! 
I D  
! 
! 
I D  
I 
! 
I D  
! 
! 
I D  
I 
! I 








! 191 5-3830 ! 
! ! 
! 1915-3830 ! 
! ! 
! ! 





! 3830 ! 
! 3830 I 
! 3830 ! 
! 3830 ! 
! ! 




! 191 5-3830 ! 
! 3830 ! 







! 1915-3830 ! 
I ! 
! ! 
















































































! ! ! 
! G/H ! HH: .1778m, GW: .0254m ! 
! ! ! 














































! HH: .1524m, GW: Om 
I 
! HH: .1524m, GW: Om 
! 

























! HH: .1524m, GW: 
! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  
! 
! HH: .1524m, GW: 
! w/ r e i n s h i e l d  
! 
! HH: .1778m, GW: 
! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  
! 
! HH: .1778m, GW: 
! w/ r e i n s h i e l d  
! 
! HH: .1524m, GW: 















































! I .  ! Dynamic ! '  ! ! ! ! 
I ! ! Run ! Pressure  I Hub ! Sha f t  ! Sweep ! ! 
I ! Run # ! Type I (Pa) I F a i r i n g  ! F a i r i n g  ! Type ! Notes ! 
! ----- 1 ---- I -------- ! ------- ! ------- ! ----- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 101 ! D 11915-3830 I H10 ! S40 ! G/H ! HH: .1524m, GW: .0508m ! 
I ! I I ! ! ! w/ r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
I ! I I ! ! ! ! 
! 102 ! D 11915-3830 ! H10 ! ! us ! ! 
1 ! I ! ! ! I ! 
! 103 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! ! us ! ! 
I ! ! ! 1 ! 1 1 ! 
I 104 ! D !1915-3830 ! HDl-1 I ! I ! 
! I I ! I ! ! ! 
! 107 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! 540 ! Meny I ! 
! ! I ! I I I I 
! 108 I D !1915-3830 ! H20 ! S40 ! HC-1 ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 109 ! D 11915-3830 ! H30 ! S40 ! HC-1 ! ! 
I ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
I ! 110 ! D 11915-3830 ! H40 ! S40 ! HC-1 ! I 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
f 111 1 D 11915-3830 I H60 ! 540 ! HC-1 ! ! 
- 1  1 l l A  ! FO ! 1915 I H50 ! 540 I Meny ! ! 
I 1118 ! FO !1915,3830 I H50 ! S40 ! Many ! ! 
1 1 l l C  ! FO ! 1915 ! H10 ! S40 ! Many ! ! 
1 ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
I 115 ! D !1915-3830 ! H60 ! S200 ! MC ! SF w/ contour  ! 
I 115A ! FT ! 3830 ! H60 ! S200 ! MC ! SF w/ contour  ! 
1 115B ! FT ! 3830 ! H60 ! 5200 ! MC ! SF w/ contour  ! 
I 115C ! FT I 3830 ! H50 ! 5200 ! MC ! SF w/ contour  ! 
I ! I I I I ! ! 
1 116 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S200 ! MC ! SF w/ contour  ! 
! ! ! ! ! I ! ! 
! 117 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 I 5200 ! MC ! SF w/o contour  ! 
! 117A ! FT I 3830 I H50 I S200 ! MC I SF w/o contour  I 
! 1178 ! FT I 3830 ! 6 0  ! S200 ! MC ! SF w/o contour  ! 
I ! ! I ! I ! ! 
I 118 ! D !1915-3830 I H60 ! S200 ! MC ! SF w/o contour  ! 
! ! ! I I ! ! ! 
! 119 ! D !1915-3830 ! H60 ! S200 ! SE ! TE: .1067m ! 
I ! I ! ! ! ! SF w/ contour  ! 
! ! ! I ! ! I ! 
! 120 ! D !1915-3830 ! H60 ! S200 ! SE ! TE: .2311m ! 
! ! ! 1 ! ! I SF w/ contour  ! 
! 12OA ! FT ! 3830 ! H60 ! 5200 ! SE ! TE: .1067m ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! SF w/ contobr  I 
! 1208 ! FT ! 3830 ! H60 I S200 ! SE ! TE: .1067m ! 
? ! ! ! ! ! ! SF w/ contour  ! 
~ 
I 






. !  
- 1  
! 






































! Dynamic ! 
! Pressure ! 
! (Pa) ! 
! ! -------- 
! I 








! 3830 ! 
! ! 
! 3830 ! 
I ! 










0 11915-3830 ! 
! ! 
0 !1915-3830 ! 
FT ! 3830 ! 
FT ! 3830 ! 
! ! 
! 
! 125 ! D !1915-3830 
! ! ! 
! ! ! 
! 126 ! 0 !1915-3830 
! 126A ! FT ! 3830 
! ! ! 
! 127 ! D !1915-3830 
! 127A ! FT ! 3830 ! 
! 1278 ! FL ! 1915 ! 
! 127C ! FL ! 1915 ! 
I ! ! ! 
’- 1 128 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
. ! 129 ! 0 
! 129A ! FT 
! ! 
! 130 ! D 
! 130A ! FT 
! ! 








! ! ! ! 
! I I ! 
! 132 ! D !1915-3830 ! 
! 
Hub ! 




















































































Sweep ! ! 
Type ! Notes I ----- ! ,,--,---,--------------I 
! ! 
SE ! TE: .2311m, LE: .0889ni ! 
! ! 
SE ! TE: .2311m, LE:  .0889m ! 
! SF w/ contour ! 
! SF w/ contour ! 
! I 
! I SF w/ contour 
! I SF w/ contour 
S200 ! SE ! TE: .2311m, L E :  .1753m 
S200 ! SE ! TE: .2311m, L E :  .1753m 




















I ! SF w/ contour 
! BS1 ! 0 deqrees 
! ! 
! B S l  ! 
! ! 
! BS1 ! 
! BS1 ! 
! B S l  ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! B S l  ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! B S l  ! 
! B S l  ! 
! ! 
! B S l  ! 
! BS1 ! 
! BS1 ! 
! Many ! 
! ! 





0 degrees ! 
0 degrees ! 
0 degrees ! 
0 degrees ! 
Cutouts f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  ! 
! 
0 degrees ! 
Cutouts f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  ! 
! 
22.5 degrees ! 
22.5 degrees ! 
I 
22.5 degrees ! 
22.5 degrees ! 
22.5 degrees ! 
22.5 degrees ! 
! 
! 
Cutouts f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  ! 
! 
! BSl ! 45 degrees 
! BS1 ! 45 degrees 
! ! 
! BS1 ! 45 degrees 
! BS1 ! 45 degrees 
! ! 
! ES1 ! 45 degrees 
! ! Cutouts f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  
! ! ! 





! Run # ! 
! ! ----- 
! ! 
! 132A ! 
! ! 
! 133 ! 
! 133A ! 
! ! 
! 134 ! 
! ! 
! 134A ! 
! 1346 ! 
! 134C ! 
! 1340 ! 
! 134E ! 
! ! 
! 135 ! 
! ! 
! 136 ! 
! ! 
! 137 ! 
! 138 ! 
! ! 
! 139 ! 
! ! 
! 140 ! 
! ! 
! 141 ! 
! ! 
! 142 ! 
! ! 
! 143 ? 
! ! 
! 144 ! 
! ! 
! 145 ! 
! ! 
! 146 ! 
! ! 
! 147 ! 
! ! 
! 148 ! 
! ! 
! 149 ! 
! ! 




! Dynamic ! ! ! ! ! 
Run ! Pressure  ! Hub ! Shaf t  ! Sweep ! ! 
Type ! (Pa)  ! F a i r i n g  ! Fair ing  ! Type ! Notes ! 
FT ! 3830 ! H2 ! S40 ! BS1 ! 67.5 d e g r e e s  ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H4 ! S40 ! BS1 ! 67.5 d e g r e e s  ! 
FT ! 3830 ! H4 ! S40 ! BSl ! 67.5 d e g r e e s  ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D ! 3830 ! H4 ! S40 ! BS1 ! 67.5 d e g r e e s  ! 
! ! ! ! ! Cutouts  f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  ! 
F T  ! 3830 ! HlOO ! 540 ! HCC ! ! 
FT ! 3830 ! H l l O  ! S40 t HCC ! ! 
F T  ! 3830 ! H130 ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
FT ! 3830 ! H140 ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
F T  ! 3830 ! H150 ! S40 ! HSC ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !3915-3830 ! H150 ! S40 ! HSC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! HlOO ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H l l O  ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H130 ! 540 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H140 ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! HlOO ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! Many ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H l l O  ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H130 ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H140 ! S40 ! HCC ! ! 
! ! I I ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H10 ! 540 ! Many ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H150 ! S40 ! HSC ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H280 ! S40 ! HT-T ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! ti270 ! S40 ! HT-T ! I 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
D !1515-3830 ! H260 ! S40 ! HT-T ! ! 
! ! I ! ! ! 
D !1915-3830 ! H220 ! S40 ! HT-D, ! ! 
! ! ! ! HC-2 ! ! 
---- ! -------- ! ------- ! ------- ! ----- ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
! ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! I 
140 
! 














































I ! ! ! ! 
151 ! D 11915-3830 ! H250 ! S40 ! HT-T 
! ! ! ! ! 
152 ! 0 11915-3830 ! H210 ! S40 ! HSC 
! ! ! ! ! 
153 I D !1915-3830 I H16O ! 540 ! HSC 
! ! ! ! ! 
154 ! D !1915-3830 ! H240 t S40 ! HT-f 
154A I FO ! 3830 ! HD1-1 ! S40 ! 
1548 I FO ! 3830 ! HD1-2 ! S40 ! 
! ! 1 ! ! 
155 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! HD1-2 ! S40 ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
156 ! 0 11915-3830 ! HDl-1 ! S40 ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
157 I D !1915-3830 ! H160 ! S40 ! HSC 
157A ! FT ! 3830 ! H160 ! S40 ! HSC 
! ! I 1 ! 
158 i 0 11915-3830 ! H210 S40 t HSC 
! ! ! ! 
159 ! D !1915-3830 ! H52 , S40 ! GR 
! ! ! ! 
160 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ' S40 ! GR 
I ! ! I ! 
160A ! FT ! 3830 ! H50 t S40 ! GR 
! ! ! I ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
161 ! D 11915-3830 ! H54 ! S40 ! IS 
161A ! FT ! 3830 ! H54 ? S40 ! IS 
! ! ! ! ! 
162 ! 0 11915-3830 ! H54 I S40 ! GR 
! ! ! I ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
163 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! IS 
! ! ! ! ! 
I ! ! ! ! 
164 ! D 11915-3830 ! HlO ! S40 ! IS 
! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
165 ! D 11915-3830 ! H54 ! S40 ! IS 
! ! ! ! ! 
166 ! D !1915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! IS 
! ! ! ! ! 
f ! ! ! ! 

























! SF w/ fence ! 
! w/o r a i n s h i e l d  ! 
! SF w/ fence ! 





! Mod i f i ed  H54, notch ! 
! f i l l e d  w/ c l a y  ! 
! ! 
! Shaf t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. ! 
I ! 
! Shaf t  i n c l i n e d  5 . ! 




! Shaf t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. One SF wedge ! 
! removed, w/ .0254m gap ! 
! ! 
141 
1 ! ! Dynsmic ! 
f ! Run ! Pressure ! 
t Run # I Type ! (Ps) ! 
! --e-- ! ---- ! -------- 
! ! 



































! 174 ! D 
! 174A ! FT 
! 1748 ! FT 
1 I 
I 175 ! D 
! ! 
! 176 ! 0 
! ! 
! 177 ! D 
4 ! 
I ! 




































! 3830 ! 
! 3830 ! 
! ! 






! ! ! ! 
Hub ! S h a f t  ! Sweep ! ! 


















































































































! S h s f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. One SF wedge ! 
! removed, w/ .0254m gsp ! 
! ! 
! S h s f t  i n c l i n e d  5 de- ! 
! qrees. Two SF wedges ! 
! removed, w/ .0508m gap ! 
! ! 
! Sha f t  i n c l i n e d  5 de- ! 
! g r e t s .  Two SF wedges ! 
! removed, w/ .0508m gap ! 
! r 
! ! 
! S h s f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. Two SF ! 
I wedges removed, ! 
! w/o gap. ! 
! S h e f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. Two SF ! 
! wedges removed, ! 
! w/o gsp. ! 
! ! 
! Shs f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! degrees. Two SF ! 
! wedges removed, ! 
! w/o gap. ! 
! 
! S h s f t  i n c l i n e d  5 
! degrees. One SF wedge 
! removed, w/o gsp. 
! 
! Sha f t  i n c l i n e d  5 
! degrees. One SF wedge 








45 degrees ! 
! 
! 45 degrees 
! 
Page: 1 2  
---------------------------.----------.----------------------------------------- 
! ! ! Oynsmic ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! Run ! Pressure ! Hub; ! S h a f t  ! Sweep ! ! 
! Run # ! Type I (Pa) ! F a i r i n g  ! F a i r i n g  ! Type ! Notes ! 
! ----- ! ---- -------- ------- ------- ! ----- ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
.' ! 178 ! D 11915-3830 ! H2 ! S40 ! BS2 ! 0 degre8s ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 179 ! D !1915-3830 ! H4 ! S40 ! BS2 ! 0 degrees ! 
. !  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
I 180 ! D !1915-3830 ! H4 ! S40 !BSZ/IS ! Sha f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! ! I ! I ! ! degrees. One SF wedge ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! removed, w/o gap. ! 
! ! ! ! ! I I Shanks a t  0 degrees. ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 181 ! D 11915-3830 ! H2 ! S40 !BS2/IS ! S h a f t  i n c l i n e d  5 ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! degrees. One SF wedge ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! removed, w/o gap. ! 
! ! ! ! ! I ! Shanks a t  0 degrees. ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
I 181A ! FT 11915-3830 ! H 4  ! S40 !BS2/iS I Sha f t  i n c l i n e d  5 I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! degrees. One SF wedge ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! removed, w/o gap. ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Shanks a t  0 degrees. ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 186 ! D !1915-3830 ! See t e x t !  See t e x t !  C I Upper Hub F a i r i n g  ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! m - 0.17  ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 187 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! See t e x t !  See t e x t !  C ! Upper Hub F a i r i n g  ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! H50, m - 0.09 ! 
! ! ! ! I ! ! ! 
! 188 ! D !1915-3830 ! See t e x t !  See t e x t !  C ! Upper Hub F a i r i n g  ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! i H220, m - 0.12 ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 189 I D !1915-3830 ! See t e x t !  See t e x t !  C ! Upper Hub F e i r i n g  ! 
! ! I ! I ! ! H230, m - 0.15 ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 190 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! See t e x t !  See t e x t !  C ! Upper Hub F a i r i n g  ! 
% I  ! ! ! ! I ! H80, m - 0.00 ! 
! ! ! ! ! I I ! 
! 191 ! D 11915-3830 ! ! S40 ! SFT ! SF Height :  .0762m ! 
-. ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
! 192 ! 0 11915-3830 ! ! S40 ! SFT ! SF Height :  .1016m ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 193 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! ! S40 ! SFT ! Sf Height :  .127Om ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! I ! 
! 194 ! 0 !1915-3830 ! ! S40 ! SFT ! SF Height :  .0254m I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 195 ! D !1915-3830 ! ! S140 ! SFT ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 




I ! J Dynamic .! ! 
I ! Run ! Pressure ! Hub ! 
! Run # I Type ! (Pa) ! Fairing ! 
, ! I 
! 197 ! D 
! I 
I 198 ! D 
! ! 
! 199 ! D 
! ! 
I 200 ! D 
! ! 
! 201 ! 0 
! ! 
! 202 ! D 
I ! ! 
! 203 ! D 
! ! 
! 204 ! D 
! ! 
I 205 ! D 
! ! 
! 206 ! D 
! ! 
! 207 ! D 
! ! 
! 208 ! D 
! I 
! 209 ! D 
! ! 
I ! 210 ! D 
I ! 
! 211 ! D 
! ! 
! 212 ! 0 
! ! 
! 213 ! D 
! ! 
! 214 ! D 
! I 
! 215 I 0 
! ! 
I 216 ! 0 
! ! 
! 217 ! 0 
! ! 




























! 191 5-3830 ! 
I ! 


























































































550 ! SFT 
! 
560 I SFT 
I 
S70 ! SFT 
I 
S80 ! SFT 
! 
SlOO ! SFT 
! 
SllO ! SFT 
! 
SI10 ! SL 
! 















S60 ! SL 
S60 ! SL 
s10 ! ss 
SI0 ! ss 







































































! ! ! Dynamic ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! Run I Pressure 1 Hub ! Shaf t  ! Sweep I ! 
I Run # ! Type ! (Pa) ! Fairing ! Fa i r ing  ! Type ! No t t s  ! 
! .---- ---- -I------ I ------- 1 ------- ----- ....................... 
! I ! I ! ! I ! 
! 219 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S20 ! SS I ! 
.* ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 220 ! D 11915.3830 ! H50 ! S30 ! SS ! ! 
! 1 I ! ! I ! ! - ! 221 I 0 11915-3830 I HlO I S30 I SS ! ! 
! ! I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 222 ! D 11915-3830 ! H I 0  ! S40 ! Many ! ! 
I ! ! 1 ! I ! ! 
! 223 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S40 ! Many ! ! 
! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
! 224 ! D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S70 ! SL ! ! 
! I ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 225 ! D 11915-3830 ! HlO ! S70 ! SL ! ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 226 ! D !1915-3830 I H10 ! S80 ! SL ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 227 1 D 11915-3830 ! H50 ! S80 !SL,HC-I! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 228 ! D !1915-3830 ! H230 ! S80 1 HT-D 1 ! 
! ! I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 229 ! D !1915-3830 ! ! ! CF ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 232 ! D ! 1915 I HllO ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! I 
I 234 ! D ! 1915 ! H50 ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! I ! ! 
! 235 ! D ! 1915 ! H210 ! ! I H F  I ! 
! I I ! ! ! ! ! 
! 236 ! D ! 1915 ! H140 ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! ! I I I I ! ! 
! 237 ! D ! 1915 ! H130 ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! I ! 1 ! ! I ! 
! 238 ! D ! 1915 ! H150 1 ! I H F  ! ! 
e, ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 
! 239 ! D ! 1915 I H40 ! I I H F  I ! 
I ! ! ! ! I ! ! 
I. ! 240 I 0 ! 1915 1 H30 ! 1 fHF ! ! 
I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 241 ! D ! 1915 ! H10 ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! 
! 242 ! D/FT ! 1915 ! H160 ! ! I H F  ! I 
! 242A ! FT ! 1915 ! H110 ! ! I H F  ! ! 
! ! I ! ! I ! ! ................................................................................ 
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(a) 
4 2.3400 m e 
4 1.054 m c 
Figure 1 (a).- Model dimensions. 
.0762 m 
.1270 m 2 
1.5 
a- 
l b  
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Figure 1 (d).- Model installation photograph. 
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.05 I I 1 
2x106 3x106 
Re 
Figure 2.- Reynolds number effects, Run 87-H220, S40. 
Figure 3.- Shaft fairing cross sections: variation of location of maximum thickness. 
149 
S30 s10 
Figure 4.- Shaft fairing cross sections: variation of trailing edge slope. 
S150 
Figure 5.- Shaft fairing cross sections: variation of thickness ratio. 
Figure 6.- Shaft fairing cross sections: variation of camber. 
150 
H30 
Figure 7.- Hub fairing cross sections: variation of camber. 




Figure 9.- Hub fairing cross sections: variations of thickness ratio and camber (constant thickness). 
H l l O  
HlOO 
Figure 10.- Hub fairing cross sections: variation of upper surface curvature (flat lower surface). 
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Figure 11.- Hub fairing cross sections: variations of upper and lower surface curvature (symmetrical). 
HUB FAIRING, 
TUNNEL 
VE LOC ITY 
EXPOSED 
I I  I SHAFT 
/ 
PYLON FAIRING 
Figure 12.- Configuration with gap between hub fairing and pylon. (a) Side view of the test 
configuration. (b) Picture of the test configuration with hub/pylon gap. 
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HUB FAIRING NACA 0034 
V VELOCITY, V c--- - 
(1) BASELINE: GAP BETWEEN HUB (3) LARGE THICKNESS-RATIO 




HUB FAIRING ROD CLEARANCE 
FENCE CONTOURED 
AS NACA 0034 
V V - - 
(2) FENCE (4) COAXIAL DUALCOMPONENT 
HUB FAIRING 
Figure 13.- Hub/pylon fairing gap width remedies. 
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.I651 m 
I 5200 PYLON FA1 RING CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW 
w .3810 m I 
SIDE VIEW-W/CONTOUR 
c 








EXTENSION LEAD EDGE 
EXTENSION 
Figure 15.- Pylon leading and trailing edge extension. 
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PLANFORM 





FRONT VIEW SYMMETRICAL 
HUB FAIRING WITH BLADE 
SHANKS (H2) SHANKS (H4) 
FRONT VIEW CAMBERED 
HUB FAIRING WITH BLADE 
(a) 
Figure 16.- Hub fairings with blade shanks incorporated. (a) Front views of the test configurations with 
blade shank Sets #1 and #2. 
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.0095 rn 
BLADE SHANK SET #1 
I 6 . 1 7 7 8  m - 
.0087 m 
(b) BLADE SHANK SET #2 
.0127 m diam 
7 .0810 m 
1 
Figure 16.- Concluded. (b) Dimensions of the blade shank Sets #1 and #2. 
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HUB FAIRING INCLINED \ H54 DUAL-COMPONENT 
HUB FAIRING c 





Figure 18.- Typical coaxial rotor hub fairing configuration. 
Figure 19.- Oil flow (H50, S40) side view. 
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Figure 20.- Oil flow (H50, S40) top view. 
. 
Figure 21.- Laser sheet (H50,S40). (a) At the trailing edge of the pylon. (b) At a downstream location. 
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Figure 22.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S 10. 
Figure 23.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S40. 
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c 
Figure 24.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S50. 
Figure 25.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S60. 
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Figure 26.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S70. 
Figure 27.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S80. 
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Figure 28.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S100. 
Figure 29.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S 110. 
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Figure 30.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S140. 
Figure 31.- Tufting flow of configuration H10, S150. 
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Figure 32.- Tufting flow of configuration H20, S40. 
Figure 33.- Tufting flow of configuration H20, S80. 
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Figure 34.- Tufting flow of configuration H30, S40. 
Figure 35.- Tufting flow of configuration H40, S40. 
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9 
J b  
P 
". 
Figure 36.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S10. 
II * *  
Figure 37.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S20. 
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Figuie 38.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S30. 
Figure 39.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S40. 
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Figure 40.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S50. 
, 
* 
* 1  
Figure 41.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S60. 
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Figure 42.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S70. 
Figure 43.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S80. 
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Figure 44.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S 100. 
Figure 45.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S110. 
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Figure 46.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S 140. 
Figure 47.- Tufting flow of configuration H50, S 150. 
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Figure 48.- Tufting flow of configuration H60, S40. 
Figure 49.- Tufting flow of configuration H60, S80. 
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Figure 50.- Tufting flow of configuration H2, S40, Y = 45'. 
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S40 - BASELINE PYLON 
NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR ALL RUNS 
NOTE: SOLID LINE REPRESENTS AVERAGE VALUE FROM ALL RUNS 








0 0 0 
I I H 150 H 160 H10 H210 
BARS ON RIGHT REPRESENT HUB AND INTERFERENCE DRAG 
BARS ON LEFT REPRESENT ISOLATED MODEL RUNS 





















BASEL IN E 
FUSELAGE DRAG 
A ..e. H10 - SYMMETRICAL HUB FAIRING 
- 
, ___  H50 -CAMBERED HUB FAIRING 








NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR ALL RUNS 
NOTE: SOLID LINE REPRESENTS AVERAGE VALUE FROM ALL RUNS 




S80 S40 S70 S60 
D 0 0  0 
0 0 0 
SllO SlOO S50 
0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .& .50 .55 .60 
MAXIMUM THICKNESS LOCATION (FRACTION OF CHORD) 
Figure 58.- D/q vs. pylon maximum thickness location. 
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- 0 --.-.a ----------- 
0% 0 0 - 
- FUSELAGE DRAG - 
H10 -SYMMETRICAL HUB FAIRING A u.*-....- 
- 
- ---- H50 - CAMBERED HUB FAIRING - 
HOO - NO HUB FAIRING - 0 .-.- 
I 1 1 I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 1 
H50 - CAMBERED HUB FAIRING 
HOO - NO HUB FAIRING 
0 --- 
0 - -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 
TRAILING EDGE SLOPE 
Figure 59.- D/q vs. pylon trailing edge slope. 
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Figure 61.- D/q vs. pylon camber. 
0- H50,S40 
0 ------ H10, S40 
I 1 I 
.2 .4 .6 
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Figure 63.- Effect on D/q of adding a rainshield to configurations with hub/pylon fairing gap (€350, S40). 
- 
- 
- - H10, S40 w/o RAINSHIELD - 
e*--*** H 10, S40 w/RAINSH I ELD - 
- 




- H10, S40 w/o RAINSHIELD 
+--- H10, S40 w/RAINSHIELD 
Figure 64.- Effect on 
I I I 1 
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NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR ALL RUNS 
NOTE: SOLID LINE REPRESENTS AVERAGE VALUE FROM ALL RUNS 




























NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR ALL RUNS 
NOTE: SOLID LINE REPRESENTS AVERAGE VALUE FROM ALL RUNS 




























































Figure 69.- D/q trends for inclined shaft fairing configurations. 
1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I 
18 .P 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 8 3  
%CAMBER 










NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR ALL RUNS 
NOTE: SOLID LINE REPRESENTS AVERAGE VALUE FROM ALL RUNS 
Figure 7 1 .- D/q for various coaxial rotor fairing configurations. 
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